Agile Busines Analysis

Business analysts have
always been Tshaped
Lynda Girvan was a key note speaker at the DREAM event in October
2016. Her talk about Agile and Business Analysis was received very
well, and led to many discussions about Agile and BA work afterwards.
Lynda discussed what it means to be an Agile BA and how as an Agile
BA you can bring value to your organisation through having the right
mindset and a comprehensive toolkit that includes using visual models.
After the event we (Geertje Appel & Linda Haak) talked with Lynda about
some aspects we heard in her talk.
by Geertje Appel and Linda Haak

Do you think the characteristics of a good
business analyst have changed with the
transition towards Agile?
Yes and no. An agile BA is still a BA at heart and should
continue to utilize the skills and toolkit that they have
always had. I think the main difference is the agile
mindset.

We need to be Tshaped. Which skills are good
to combine with analysis? So what can be in
our horizontal line?
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BA’s have always been TShaped and this is why we
have so many various combinations of BA such as
business process BA, IT system BA, business system
BA. They are all business analysts but with a different
horizontal line. It is the core (vertical line) that defines the
BA and which the Diploma in BA has focused on. The
skills that work really well in the horizontal line, and
which would be great for BA’s to expand into, include
things such as:
•
•
•
•

User experience
Architecture
Technical writing
Testing
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Interview with Lynda Girvan
You mentioned Lean thinking as a very
important characteristic to be an Agile BA. For
me (Linda) that was a new insight, I always was
thinking about Lean in the context of the
processes of the system I was analyzing. Do
you recommend that each BA becomes a Lean
Six Sigma Green Belt?
I don’t think BAs need to be Six Sigma qualified although
that would be another skill to add to their horizontal
toolkit. Lean is important because the agile mindset is
underpinned by Lean thinking and so BAs need to be
aware of it. Everybody should think about continuous
improvement, this helps organizations and individuals
move forward. So definitely Lean should be within the
core skillset of a BA.

Do you see an Agile BA as a coach in projects, Do Agile BAs need more visual tools than let’s
to help teams to understand Agile and become say the traditional BA? Which visualization
tools/methods do you prefer?
more Agile as project/organization?
In agile projects using Scrum it is the Scrum master’s
role to ensure that the process is being followed and to
coach the team. In reality it is the teams’ responsibility to
do this too. So I don’t think the BA should be responsible
for coaching others but if they can, they should help.

Don’t forget that adopting agile is a
transformational change for many
organizations. Such change requires
many skill sets to ensure the change
is embedded and the BA skill set is
certainly one that adds value here.

I don’t think Agile BAs need more visual tools than a
traditional BA, however, they do need to apply the use of
visuals differently. Visuals or models should be a
collaboration tool in their own right.
Scott Ambler introduced the agile modeling in 2002 in his
book ‘Agile modeling’ (see also agilemodeling.com)
which was the first serious look at light weight strategies
for using models as visual aids. There are many models
and tools that could be used but the most important thing
to consider when producing a model or visualization is:
• Who is the model for?
• Why do they want/need a model?
• When do they want the model produced?
Then, when these questions have been answered, then
do just enough, just in time to meet the needs. For
example a model or visualization developed

Don’t forget that adopting agile is a transformational
change for many organizations. Such change requires
many skill sets to ensure the change is embedded and
the BA skill set is certainly one that adds value here.

Just curious: It was nice to see how Penny
Pullan made notes of your presentation and
used that in her presentation. Are you going to
do something with that visualization?
Penny made a wonderful visualization of my presentation
which I was very grateful for. I retweeted the visualization
on LinkedIn and Twitter as I thought it captured the
elements of the agile BA nicely. I’m planning to use it to
write a blog post that summarizes the points made within
my keynote talk that we can put on the Assist KD web
site. Once my book, Agile and Business Analysis, is
published in February 2017 I think I will use it again to
highlight some of the content within the book.
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collaboratively on a flip chart is probably good enough in
many cases.
I’m a big fan of rich pictures and you will see from my
keynote that I use visuals a lot to describe my ideas and
concepts. Somehow, drawing them by hand seems to
engage people more as they feel that it is incomplete.
Models and visual tools utilized to capture requirements
should never really be complete. They should be a way
of collaborating with others and extracting ideas and
concepts.

Models and visual tools utilized to
capture requirements should never
really be complete. They should be a
way of collaborating with others and
extracting ideas and concepts.
Even in Agile environments, we still have
requirements, what kind of requirements
specification methods do you prefer?
I don’t like to be too prescriptive about requirement
strategies as every project is different. I don’t believe
there is a one size fits all. User stories are not really
requirements; they are a placeholder for a conversation.
They shouldn’t be signed off or form a contract of what
will be delivered between the customer and development
team. This ‘signoff’ process has caused so many
problems with more traditional/linear approaches to
delivery and this is one of the areas that agile
development has tried to change.

One of the strategies I employ is to separate
requirements from system documentation. If you
separate these elements, it provides the freedom to use
whatever requirements approach and format to meet the
need of the project rather than trying to find an approach
which meets both, very different needs. System
documentation can then be minimized to just enough to
support and maintain the system. Requirements
engineering can use many different techniques and
formats to engage customers and end users in identifying
ideas and concepts. This should provide all the audit you
need to satisfy the bureaucrats within an organization
too.

You were at the DREAM event all day, did you
notice any differences between BAs in the
Netherlands and BAs in the UK?
I noticed that in the Netherlands BAs seem to be very IT
requirement focused. While this is also the case in the
UK, the BA role extends into analyzing business
problems and the business situation. BAs in the UK often
work on any change project which may be purely process
improvement or people change where no IT is involved.
Also interesting to notice is that in the UK I see more
female BAs than in the Netherlands.
I also noticed that in the Netherlands, and within the UK,
the term Agile BA is misunderstood. People seem to think
that it is a different kind of BA, another specialist role.
This is not true.
An Agile BA is a BA who has a core set of BA skills,
including an Agile mindset, and who can apply this
thinking and skill set to any kind of problem that requires
analysis skills. If we specialize too much then they we
lose the value of the BA profession.

However the business problem still needs to be
understood and business constraints still need to be
documented as this sets the goalposts for what can be
achieved within the boundaries of the projects. These
high level business requirements still need to be
documented in a format that can be agreed upfront. They
set the environment for a successful project:
•
•
•
•

Technical requirements
Legal constraints
Regulations
Security architecture

User stories are not the correct format for requirements
such as those mentioned above. While I’m a big fan of
user stories I do not think that stories alone can provide
enough context for large scale projects where there is
high complexity. This needs to be combined with
appropriate visualization techniques to improve
engagement and understanding.
I do not advocate a big upfront requirement approach
either. I believe functional requirements should be
developed iteratively.
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Lynda's book
Agile and
Business
Analysis will
be available
22 February
2017.
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